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Abstract 

While considering the graph G with vertices are denoted as P and edges are denoted as Q it 

plotted as a vertex odd mean graph, in this there is an injective Function f deriving from the 

vertices G to  12,,5,3,1 q  on such way while each edges uv is labeled with      2vfuf   

if    vfuf   is even and      21 vfuf  if    vfuf   is odd then the resulting edges are 

distinct in nature. Similar way of plotting and labeling methodology is called a “Vertex Odd 

Mean Labeling”. Here nm KP   is a graph which we used for plotting in “Vertex Odd Mean 

Labeling” method. 

1. Introduction 

Graph plotted in this paper which is a simple finite graph without traces 

of isolated vertices. In this paper the terminology and notations used are in 

the precedent of Harary-Ref [1]. A graph labelling is as simple that to 

mapping a set of elements which usually vertices or edges or both together in 

to a set of numbers. There are lot of methods of labelling have been studied 

and explained in “The Excellent Survey of Graph Labelling” found in Ref. [2]. 

Origin of Graph labelling and its different techniques were introduced in 

work “Graceful Labelling” by Alexander Rosa in his paper at 1967. Let 

consider  EVG ,  be a graph with P is a vertices and Q is an Edges. The 

Concept of Mean Labelling was expelled and introduced in the work by 
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Somasundaram and Ponraj [4]. Similarly the concept of odd mean labelling of 

graph was introduced by Manickam and Marudai in their studies Ref. [4]. 

Even mean labelling of some graph work was presented by the author 

Revathi N in her work [5]. With the above references and analysis we tried 

and investigated the possibilities of Odd Mean Labelling of Graph with 

 nmP   with pendant edges. 

Definition 1. Mean labeling of graph  

A graph G with  qp,  is a mean graph if there is one to one function f 

from the vertices of G to  q,,2,1,0   such that when each edge uv is 

labeled with      2vfuf   if    vfuf   is even and      21 vfuf  if 

   vfuf   is odd then the ensuring edges are different. 

Definition 2. Vertex odd mean labeling 

A graph G with  qp,  is said to be an vertex odd mean graph if there is 

one to one function:    12,,5,3,1:  qGvf   such that when each edge 

uv is labelled with      2vfuf   if    vfuf   is even and      21 vfuf  

if    vfuf   is odd, after that the terminating edges are different. Such a 

function is called a vertex odd mean labeling. 

Definition 3. Join of graph  

The join of two graphs  111 , EVG   and  222 , EVG   denoted by 

,21 GG   consists of 21 GG   and all edges joining 1V  with .2V  

2. Main Result 

In this section the vertex odd mean labeling of graph nm KP   and 

27 KP   is presented. 

Theorem 2.1. The graph obtained by adding 3-pendant edges to each 

vertex of nK  in the graph nm KP   admits vertex odd mean labeling. 

Proof. The order and size of the graph G obtained by adding 3-pendant 

edges to each vertex of nK  in the graph nm KP   are respectively mn 4  
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and     .113 mnn   Let 1v  and 2v  be the vertices of  niuP im 1,  be 

the vertices of .nK  Obviously it  ntuit 31   will be the pendant vertices 

corresponding to .iu  

Define a vertex labeling    12,,5,3,1:  qKPf nm   by as 

follows: 

  11 vf  

  22 vf  

  233 vf  

  314 vf  

  355 vf  

  ,96  ivf n  if mi ,,7,6   

  .1,110 niiuf i   

 
















nitti

nitti

nitti

uf it

31,3,210

31,2,3310

.31,1,510

 

Clearly f is injective.  

Clearly labels of the edges received by the mean of the labels on end 

vertices are all distinct. Hence the graph nm KP   has vertex odd mean 

labeling. 
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Example 2.2.  

A graph obtained by adding 3-pendant edges to each vertex of the graph 

27 KP   and its vertex odd mean labeling are shown in figure 2 respectively.  

 

Figure 2. Vertex odd mean labeling of the graph .27 KP   

3. Conclusion 

Graph theory has some interesting applications in system analysis, 

operations research and economics. The notion of labeling of graphs is an 

active research area and it has been broadly studied by several researchers. 

In wide area network (WAN), some systems are attached to the main server; 

the labeling system plays a very important role to label the cables. The 

labeling of graphs has been applied in the fields such as circuit design, 

communication network, coding theory, and crystallography. 
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